THE   UPANISKAOS,	IJ
indicate in unmistakeable language. the contests that
went on between th^ Brahmans and the Kshatriyas
after the establishment of Br£hmanisw. The compli-
cated and elaborate sacrificial rites and ceremonies,
which were the characteristic features of that creed,
formed, as we have seen the* chief basis of Brah manic
influence. But, an important movement, in which the
Kshatriyas * seem to have taken the leading part, began
in reaftion against the exaggeration of the efficacy and
importance of sacrifice, and terminated, in the establish-
ment of a sort of modified, rationalistic, Br£hmanism.
Such is the high notion entertained about sacrifices by
the Brahmanas that according to one of these, the gods
themselves became immortal by repeated sacrifices, But
works known as the Upanishads t now appeared, which
putforth the do£lrine of the superiority of spiritual -know*:
ledge to sacrificial ceremonies. "The wise who perceive
him [Supreme Spirit] within their self0 says one Upani-
shad, ' to them belongs eternal happiness; not to others." J
* .In the Chhandogya Upaoishad (v. 3} king Pravahana (a Kshatriya)
is said to have asked the son of Gautama (a Brahman) some difficult
questions about future life \ the son, failing to answer, returns to his
bthtr who is equally unacquainted with the Answer, Gautama goes to
the king and asks to be instructed. Pravahana grants his request saying
"this knowledge did not go to any Brihrnana bsfoie you, and therefore
th's teaching belonged in all the worlds to the Kshatra class
alon*." "Sacred Books of the East ! Vol. 1. p, 78.
1- The Upanishads ref ei red ta in this section are the more ancjient
ones which form a portion of the Vedic Jiterature^such as Brihadaranyaka.
Chhandogya, Xausitaki, Kena, Katha Praspa, Aitarcya, TaittlHya,
%   Katha Uj)aniKhad,   II. 5. 13  "Sacred Books  of    he East/1 vol
XV, o. 19

